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This papyrus is the only completely preserved document among the Petra papyri. The text was written along 
the fibers in a narrow column, and the document was rolled from bottom to top. The hand of the writer of 6 is 
medium-sized, quite clumsy and coarse; it does not appear in 7-11. The letters tend to slope to the right. The 
writer shows some inconsistency in using the available writing space at the ends of the lines. Usually he divides 
the words correctly, i.e., syllabically, as in 11. 1 and 3. In l. 10 otKOV is written on one line so that the nu had to be 
written above the omikron due to the lack of space. The same happens in l. 18 with the word opKov. In l. 13, 
however, the kappa of OUK is written on the next line even though there was space for one kappa on l. 13. This 
can also reflect the proclitic nature of OUK, i.e., it was thought of as belonging together with the following word. 
The language is clumsy and uneducated. There are numerous misspellings, mainly with omega and omikron. 

A priest (1tpEc~un:poc) Epiphanios, son of Damianos, accuses Hierios, son of Patrophilos, of stealing some 
items listed in the accusation. Hierios seems to have rented an apartment from Epiphanios and to have regarded 
the movables as his own personal property, which he did not return to Epiphanios. The .document ends with an 
oath administered by Epiphanios. Epiphanios certainly belongs to the clergy 1 and the title of Hierios, 
E'UACX.~ECta:tOC, is mostly used of clergy as well. 2 

Oaths were widely used in private and public life in the Byzantine period to assert the truth, to confirm an 
agreement or to give a guarantee. The oath was usually sworn on a Gospel book and quite often in a church.3 We 
have evidence of this procedure in the Petra papyri: in Inv. 83 the disputing parties both swear, in a chapel, that 
they did not do the deeds of which they were accused. The contents of the oath are not stated in 6, but evidently 
Hierios thereby asserts his innocence. 

No date is preserved. However, Hierios, son of Patrophilos, was probably born after 537 (see 1 Intr.) and had 
died by 591/92 (Inv. 71.1-3). On the basis of 7-10, the date of this document is roughly around the 560s or 570s. 
Moreover, priest Epiphanios, son of Damianos, is mentioned in Inv. 6a, which is tentatively dated to 573 (?). 

For the physical context of this papyrus, see Introduction to 6-11, pp. 94-96. 

1. On priests, see Meimaris, Sacred Names, 184-86. 
2. Hornickel, Ehrenpradikate, 13-14. 
3. See Seidl, Eid, 47-59; ODB, s.v. "oath" with further references. 
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1 t yvoctc 6v (l1tOAE-
ca EYO 'Emq>aVtOC 
Kat unovoo 'tov EU-

4 Aa~(ec'ta'tOv) ·~~f?~[ov ITal~t??-
q>tAou// 'to KAtOiov 
'tO µiya 'tOU U7tEp6 -0/ u, 
ouo KU1tapicta. CX7t0 

8 'tOU o6µa~oc OtC?f??<p?';), 
opvtc £;, 'tpCX7tE~av. 
" , , ' ',' O'tE EKEVCOCEV 'tOV OtKOV 

CXU'tOU EOOKa CXU'tO 
12 ouo ooµcina Yva ~ic-

TJAacE Eic aU'tCX. Kat OU-
K CXVEOOKEV µot au-
'tCX. t 

16 t 'Emq>~vwc ~a-
µia.vou 7tpEC~('U'tEpoc) 

EOE;aµ~Ev 'tov opKov 
napcx. au'tOu E~[Aa~(Ec'ta'tou)] 

20 ['IE]piou. t 

THE PETRA PAPYRI I 

1-2 yvroc1c chv <X7tCOA.ECCX eyco 3 imovo& 5 ICA.El()lOV 6 U7tepcf>ou 7 ICU1tapiccia or 1CU1tapicce1a 8 ocoµmoc 9 opv10ac 11 
f{)O)l((l ClU'tq> 12 oroµana i.va Pap. 12-13 eiceA.acn 14 <XVf.{)O)l(EV 18 EOE~aµriv 

TRANSLATION 

t List of things which I, Epiphanios, have lost-and I suspect the most reverent Hierios, son of Patrophilos: the 
big key of the upper floor, two cypresses from the double-roof (?), six birds, a table. When he emptied his 
apartment, I gave him two rooms to move into, and he did not give me those back. t t Priest Epiphanios, son of 
Damianos-1 have accepted the oath from the most reverent Hierios himself (or: from the same most reverent 
Hierios). t 

COMMENTARY 

6 µeya: the mu resembles T)A. in T)A.ace (l. 13). 
u1tepcpoc or u1tepcpov refers to the upper story of the house. In Roman-Byzantine Palestine, two-storied houses were 

common. The ground floor was typically used for household chores (cooking, laundry, etc.), while the living quarters were 
situated on the upper story. The form of the upper story varied from a complete story, just like the ground floor, to a partial 
structure, which would take up only part of the roof area. Usually the access to the upper story was from outside by means of 
an external staircase which could continue all the way to the roof, but inner staircases were also built. See Hirschfeld, 
Palestinian Dwelling, 26, 245-47, 262-65 and, e.g., fig. 181 on p. 249 and fig. 190 on p. 261. See also Husson, Oikia, 284-85; 
Orlandos-Travlos, Ae~11C6v, s.v. u1tepcpoc; Hellmann, Vocabulaire de /'architecture, 423-26; Ginouves, Dictionnaire, 163 n. 
156, 164; Kolb, Spatantike Wohnbauten, 273. It seems that the key to the second story also enabled access to the roof from 
whence the cypresses were stolen. 

7 Ku1tapicia: either read as 1Cu1tapiccia, i.e., a diminutive of KU1tap1ccoc, cypress tree, or as an adjective 1CU1tapicce1a referring 
to ~uA.a, i.e., cypress timbers, cf. P. Oxy. LV 3804.233-35 (566). Cypress was valuable especially as building material. The two 
stolen items had been situated on the roof ( o&µa). As Chrysanthos Kanellopoulos has kindly pointed out (personal 
communication, March 2001), cypress is ideal for roof constructions (e.g., beams), and thus these cypresses could have been 
stolen somehow from the constructions themselves or while awaiting inclusion in a structure. Alternatively, the cypresses were 
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potted young plants, placed on the roof. Analysis of material from hyrax middens has shown that the extensive use of wood in 
Roman and Byzantine periods in the Petra area, for building and for fuel, caused a dramatic deforestation. See Fall, 
Deforestation, 277. Thus, it is understandable that a loss of two cypresses would have been worthy of investigation. 

8 o&µa. in post-classical usage came to refer to a flat roof or a terrace. In Inv. 10 most of the terraces (oc.oµa.'ta.) are associated 
with the upper story quarters ({mepcpov). It was basically an open space, and was used for every possible purpose: for storage, 
dining, sleeping and social events. It, or a part of it, could be rented out as in BGU I 305 (556): a small hut (Ka.Ml311) situated 
on a terrace (ev 'tq> oc.oµa.n) was let. See Hirschfeld, Palestinian Dwelling, 246-47; Husson, Oikia, 63-65; Orlandos-Travlos, 
Ae;11C6v, s.v. o&µa.; Ginouves, Dictionnaire, 163 also n. 164; Kolb, Spatantike Wohnbauten, 270; Muller, Misthosis, 146, 157. 

01rop6<pou: 01ropoq,oc, "with two roofs or stories" (IS]; Orlandos-Travlos, Ae;1K6v, s.v. 01c.opoq,oc), appears only once in 
papyri:· 5icbpuq,oc (r. 01c.opoq>oc) 1tupyoc in SB VI 9556.iii.10, 12 (3d c. B .C.), cf. Husson, Oikia, 249, 260-65. The expression 
double-roof or -terrace (Oroµa. 01c.opoq,ov) could refer to a terrace house built on a hillside. 

9 opv1c: pl. acc., see P. Ness. III 133.4, and cf. Gignac, Mo,phology, 54. Perhaps these birds were pigeons; in P. Oxy. VIII 
1127.5-6 (183) a pigeon house is situated on the u1tepij>oc 't01toc. 

10 EKEV(l)CEV: the omega, in fact, looks more like an alpha. 
olKov: the last omikron and the following nu are read only with difficulty; the letters are written one upon another, as if the 

writer did not wish to extend the word to the next line. For the vague meaning "house," "apartment," see Ginouves, 
Dictionnaire, 153; Daniel, P. Petra Inv. 10, 338. 

12 oroµana.: the tau looks very much like a rho. In Byzantine Palestine, the houses usually consisted of at least two or three 
rooms, and the Jewish sources often speak of "two rooms of a house." See Hirschfeld, Palestinian Dwelling, 260, with 
references to the Jewish sources. 

12-13 eic11Mice: i.e., eicelacn. The verb Eicela.uvro appears only once in the papyri (P. Oxy. XLIII 3116.14-15 (275/61): the 
meaniri.g is close to EA.<X.uvro ("drive in," "enter"). 

14-15 a.u'ta.: probably refers to the rooms rather than to the items stolen. 

18 eoe;aµµev: on the gemination of nasals, see Gignac, Phonology, 157. On the interchange of eta and epsilon, which is 
common in the Petra papyri, see ibid. 242. The verbs used in oaths are normally la.µl3avro ....,. oioroµ1. The words oexoµa.t opKOV 
would simply state that Epiphanios has accepted Hierios' oath. As suggested in the introduction, Hierios may assert his 
innocence with this oath. It should be noted, however, that according to IS], s.v. oexoµm I 2.b, o€xec8m opKov in the 
Septuagint (Gen. 50.17) means "to accept a confession and so forgive." 

opKov: the nu is written above the omikron, as at the end of l. 10 with olKov. 

19-20 1ta.pa a.uwu eu[la.l3(Ec'ta'tou) 'IE]pfou: the article tou is not written, thus leaving the translation open to two possibilities, 
either "from the same Hierios" or "from Hierios himself." 

M. VESTERINEN 
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